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SUMMARY
The PTL IU2000 software is an off-line utility for producing enhanced and improved images
from capacitance data files created by PTL ECT systems.

COPYRIGHT DECLARATION
This software is supplied on the understanding that the copyright is owned by Process
Tomography Ltd and that the software is supplied for use by the original customer only. The
IU2000 software may not be copied or distributed to third parties.

Please direct any enquiries or report any errors or omissions in this manual to PTL by fax or
email.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.0 OVERVIEW
The PTL IU2000 image processing software complements the standard PCECT operating
software and allows captured ECT capacitance data to be processed to produce enhanced
image and other data files. Images can be constructed from capacitance data files (single or
twin-plane and for all previous PTL data formats) using either Linear Back-projection or the
fast iterative algorithm described in PTL Application Note AN4. Output data files for
capacitances, images or volume ratio can be generated in a number of ASCII and/or binary
formats. A set of sample capacitance data files are included with the software.
For a simple introduction to the use of the IU2000 software, please refer to section 2
(Quickstart Instructions).
1.1 SOFTWARE FEATURES
The IU2000 software consists of an Image Viewer window (Image) (similar to that used in the
previous IMGCON software) and an Image reconstructor window (Recon).
The Image Viewer window provides adjustable image permittivity gain and offsets, choice
of display scales, multiple or sequential image display, image printing and file export
facilities etc.
The Image Reconstructor Window converts captured capacitance data files of the form
data.mes (PCECT format), data.cap (TransECT format) or data.bcp (ECT32 format) to a
range of output file formats, using either a standard Linear back-projection (LBP) algorithm
or a fast iterative algorithm. The iterative algorithm allows the image at each iterative step to
be viewed.
Any number of consecutive or non-consecutive captured capacitance data frames can be
converted into image or other output data files, starting with any image frame in the sequence
of captured data. A choice of concentration/permittivity models is provided to give improved
accuracy and sensitivity for many typical applications. Additional facilities include the
provision for viewing twin-plane image files, the generation of voidage (volume ratio) files,
image averaging and correction using a reference file.
It should be noted that the Image Viewer window can be accessed directly from the Image
Reconstructor window, or vice versa, by the use of the Image and Recon buttons on the
toolbar in the Image Viewer window.
The detailed facilities provided in the Image Reconstructor and Image Viewer windows are
listed in the following two sections.
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1.2 IMAGE RECONSTRUCTOR WINDOW
The Image Reconstructor window includes the following options:
1.2.1 Input parameter options:
Frame averaging for minimising the noise level of a stationary image.
Reference file selection: Selection of a capacitance data file frame which can be
subtracted from all frames of the same or other data files. This facility can be used to
compensate for the effects of drift, or to display changes from a set experimental
condition. The reference frame can be an averaged data set.
1.2.2 Reconstruction options:
Choice of single-step (LBP) or iterative algorithm for image reconstruction.
Optional use of image pixel trunction between user-defined limits.
Option to store and display intermediate frames in iterative algorithm.
Option to set feedback gain and limit parameters in iterative algorithm.
Choice of parallel, series or Maxwell concentration/permittivity models.
1.2.3 Output file options:
Image file in (raw) ASCII format (.img)
Multiple image file in (raw) ASCII format (.img)
Image file in (new) ASCII format (.aid)
Image file in binary format (.bid)
PPM image (.ppm)
Volume ratio file (ASCII) (.vr)
Normalised capacitance file (ASCII) (.ncp)
1.2.4 Function options
Reset button resets most input parameters to default values
Verbose option box determines detail level of output result data
Hide button hides Image Reconstructor window. (Recon button in Image Viewer
window restores the Image Reconstrucor window).
Run and View button converts data files and displays images.
Run button carries out file conversion only.
View button allows converted files to be viewed.
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1.3 IMAGE VIEWER WINDOW
The Image Viewer window includes the following facilities:
1.3.1 Menu options
1.3.1.1. File Menu Options
Load and save Image files in rectangular pixel format.
Paste image to windows clipboard.
Print on-screen image
1.3.1.2 Show Menu Options
Display normalised capacitance measurements in graphical or text format
1.3.2 Toolbar options
1.3.2.1 Colour palette options
Standard (RGB)
Red/blue
Grey
Electromagnetic (multi-colour)
1.3.2.2 Frame Options
Single or multiple frame display
Continuous sequential frame display
Step/skip frames
1.3.2.3 Planes Options
Display plane 1, plane 2 or both planes.
1.3.2.4 Gain and Offset options
Set pixel gain
Set permittivity offset parameter
Manual offset mode
Automatic offset mode to display image centered on high permittivity value.
Automatic offset mode to display image centered on low permittivity value.
1.3.2.5. Image Resolution
Select Image Resolution (Currently fixed at 32X32)
1.3.3. Image Options
Display pixel permittivity using mouse cursor.
Display one frame of a multiple frame display using mouse cursor.
Display first and last frames using Home and End keys.
Display image parameters, including voidage, using mouse key.
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1.3.4 Scroll bar
Displays detailed information about image file
1.3.5 Information bar
Displays information about currently selected image.

1.4 SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
The installation procedure for the IU2000 software is straightforward and is described in
Appendix 1.
1.5 LOCATION OF DATA FILES
As the IU2000 utilities operate on stored data files it is important to know where these files are
located. The ECT file structure is described in section 5.
1.6 SAMPLE DATA FILES
The following data files are included with the software and are located in the
c:\IU2000\imgfiles directory:
All of the files were created using 8-electrode ECT sensors
8rod.mes

Single plane file for a 53mm diameter dielectric rod located inside a 100mm
diameter sensor. (Static image)

8tube.mes

Single plane file for a 53mm diameter tube located inside a 100 mm diameter
sensor. (Static image)

8fb.me2

Twin-plane file for a 60mm diameter fluidised bed containing sand. (dynamic
image)
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2. QUICKSTART INSTRUCTIONS
These instructions provide a fast and simple introduction to the IU2000 software. They describe
how to convert an input capacitance data file (eg one of the sample files provided as detailed
in section 1.6) into an output image file using the Image Reconstructor window and to view
the converted file using the Image Viewer window, using both the Linear Back-Projection
and iterative algorithms.
New users should follow the instructions in this section to familiarise themselves with the
general principles of the software and then read the rest of the manual in detail for information
about the software features not covered in the Quickstart section.
2.1 IU2000 PROGRAM INITIALISATION
1. Double click on the IU2000 icon on the Windows Desktop. The Image Viewer window
shown in figure 1 will appear.
2. Click on the Recon button at the left hand end of the Toolbar. The Image reconstructor
window will appear superimposed on top of the Image Viewer window as shown in figure 2.
3. Click on the Reset button at the bottom RH of the Image Reconstructor window. This will
reset many of the optional parameters to the default values
4. In the General data area, set the Number of electrodes to the value appropriate to the
captured data file to be processed. The sample data files included with the IU2000 software
were generated using an 8-electrode sensor.
5. In the Input data area, use the Browse button to select a single plane capacitance data file
to be converted. (The sample data files are in the C:\iu2000\imgfiles directory).

2.2 IMAGE GENERATION USING LINEAR BACK-PROJECTION (LBP)
This section explains how to use simple linear back-projection to obtain the image file.
1. Click on the Run and View button at the bottom of the Image Reconstructor window. The
first frame of the input data file will be converted to an image file using Linear BackProjection and displayed as shown in figure 5.
2. Click the mouse cursor inside the image. The permittivity of the pixel will be displayed on
the permittivity scale at the RHS of the window.
3. Click on the Recon button on the toolbar. The Image Reconstructor window will again be
displayed.
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2.3 IMAGE GENERATION USING AN ITERATIVE ALGORITHM
This section explains how to use the same input data to reconstruct an improved image using
an iterative algorithm.
1. Click the Reconstruction tab. The window shown in figure 3 will appear.
2. Enable the Image and DeltaC parameters in the truncation box.
3. Set the image truncation high and low limits to 1 and 0 respectively.
4. Set the DeltaC values to 0.05.
5. Enable the iteration parameters in the iteration box.
6. Set the Max iterations parameter to 100.
7. Select the Linear option in the Store Intermediate Frames box and set the number to 25.
8. Click the Run and View button. The file will be converted and the first frame (obtained
using LBP) will be displayed once the output file has finished loading into the Image Viewer
window.
9. Click the Loop button on the toolbar. The screen will show successive iterations (every
fourth frame), up to the 100th iteration.
10 Click the Set/Stop button.
11. Click the mouse cursor inside the image and press the Home key on the PC keyboard.
The displayed frame will now be the first frame in the output file.
12. Set the Multi frame box to 5 and click on the Set/Stop button in the Frames box. The 25
images will be displayed sequentially as a 5 X 5 block as shown in figure 7.
13. Double-click on one of the image frames. The selected frame will be displayed as a single
image.
14. Click on the Set/Stop button. The window will revert to the multi-frame display format.

2.4 SWITCHING BETWEEN IMAGE RECONSTRUCTOR AND IMAGE VIEWER
WINDOWS
It is possible to switch between the Image Viewer and Image Reconstructor windows at any
time by clicking the mouse cursor on the Image or Recon buttons on the Image Viewer
toolbar.
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2.5 FURTHER INFORMATION
Having completed the above exercises, new users should now read the manual in detail from the
start to familiarise themselves with the full range of features in the IU2000 software. In
particular, section 3 gives detailed information about the operation of the Image Reconstructor
window and section 4 gives similar information about the Image Viewer window.
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3. IMAGE RECONSTRUCTOR SOFTWARE
This section gives full details of the operation of the Image Reconstructor Window, which
uses either Linear Back-projection or an iterative algorithm to convert normalised interelectrode capacitance measurements into permittivity or concentration images. Both
methods are described in detail in a PTL Application Note AN4. In the following instructions
it is assumed that a suitable capacitance data file has already been captured and saved using the
standard ECT operating software. Otherwise, one of the sample data files supplied with the
software (see section 1.6) can be used.
3.1 INITIATING THE SOFTWARE
1. Double click on the IU2000 icon on the Windows Desktop. The Image Viewer window.
shown in figure 1 will appear.
2. Click on the Recon button at the left hand end of the Toolbar. The Image reconstructor
window will appear superimposed on top of the Image Viewer window as shown in figure 2.
3. Click on the Reset button at the bottom RH of the Image Reconstructor window. This will
reset many of the optional parameters to the default values. These default values are indicated
inside square [ ] brackets, where applicable in the following sections.
3.2 SETTING THE INPUT PARAMETERS
The Input parameters specify the captured data which is to be converted into image or other
data files. There are two sets of parameters, compulsory and optional:
3.2.1 Compulsory parameters
The Image Reconstructor window should display the parameter screen for the Input/General
tag as shown in figure 2. If this is not the case, click on the Input/General tab in the Image
Reconstructor window to display the input parameters. Set the parameters as follows:
3.2.1.1 General data area
1. Number of electrodes: Set to the value appropriate to the captured data file to be
processed,
2. Sensitivity map type: Select the sensitivity map type to be used to construct the
image (either [STANDARD] or WATER)
3. Image resolution: Set to match the sensitivity map [32 pixels].
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3.2.1.2 Input data area
1. Use the Browse button to select the required captured capacitance data file.
2. Set the number of the first frame to be converted in the start frame box [1], set the
total number of frames to be converted in the No of Frames box [1] and set the step
value (=1 to convert every frame) in the Step box. [1]
3. Select the planes to be converted in the Planes box [Plane 1].
These are all the compulsory parameters which must be set in the Input/General data section
of the Image Reconstructor window.
3.2.2 Optional parameters
The function of the optional parameters is as follows:
3.2.2.1 Averaging parameters
If the Average box is enabled, [Not enabled] the input data will be averaged over the
number of frames specified in the Frames box on a rolling average basis. The
averaging starts at the start frame number and so the number of input frames selected
must be at least equal to the number of frames set in the Average Frames box. The
averaging option can be a useful feature for minimising noise in a slowly-varying image.
3.2.2.2 Reference file parameters
If the Reference File box is enabled, [Not enabled] the data frame specified in the
Reference file box will be subtracted from all of the captured data frames specified in
the Input box. This can be a useful feature, either for minimising the effects of
measurement drift, or for viewing changes from a given physical state.
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3.3 SETTING THE RECONSTRUCTION PARAMETERS
The Reconstruction parameters determine how the captured capacitance data is converted
into image frames. The image reconstruction method is described in detail in PTL application
note AN4, which should be consulted for further information. The terminology used here
follows that in the application note.
Click on the Reconstruction tab in the Image Reconstructor window, when the modified
window shown in figure 3 should appear.

3.3.1 Choice of Image Reconstruction method
The Image Reconstructor window can convert capacitance data into image pixel values
using either a very simple and approximate Linear Back-Projection (LBP) algorithm, or the
more accurate iterative algorithm described in AN4.
The method used to reconstruct the image depends on whether the Iteration box is enabled. If
it is not enabled, (the default situation following operation of the Reset button), the method
used is LBP. If it is enabled, the iterative method is used.
To carry out image reconstruction using LBP without image truncation, ensure that the
Iteration box is not enabled, then proceed directly to section 3.3.4.
To carry out iterative reconstruction, proceed as follows:

3.3.2 Truncation parameters
Input the required image truncation and Delta C values in the Truncation boxes. If Image
truncation is enabled, [not enabled] the image pixels will be truncated to lie between the
normalised pixel limits set in the high and low image truncation boxes. Typical values for
situations where the pixels are known to lie between the values of 0 and 1 would be (High = 1)
and (Low = 0).
If the Delta C option is enabled, [not enabled] the capacitance values used to correct the
image (∆
∆C) will be limited to the values set in the Delta C boxes. Typical values are (+0.05).
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3.3.3 Iteration parameters
1. To reconstruct images using simple Linear Back-projection (LBP), set the Iteration
Enable tick box to not enabled.
2. To construct images using the iterative method, enable the parameters in the iteration data
area and set them as follows:
Gain: This is the feedback gain used in the iterative algorithm. Typical “safe values” are
between 1 and 1.6. Values greater than 1.6 may cause the image reconstruction solution
to diverge rather than converge. The suggested (default) value is [1.5].
Max iterations: This is the number of iterations used to produce the final image. Note
that [0] means that no iterations are used and the image will be obtained using simple
Linear Back-projection. Suggested values range from 1 to 500 depending on the rate
of convergence.
Target error: This is the limit set for the rms value of the capacitance errors
(caperror) in the iterative algorithm. Further iteration will cease if the calculated value
of caperror is less than the set value of target error. This can be a useful method for
terminating the algorithm when it has effectively ceased to converge. However, if early
termination of the algorithm is not desired, a value of 0.0000001 should be used.
Store Intermediate Frames parameters
The Store intermediate Frames parameter box allows intermediate image frames to
be generated and stored for subsequent display in the output data file. This facility is
[disabled] if the [None] option is selected.
If either the Linear or Logarithmic options are selected, intermediate image frames
will be generated.The number of intermediate frames stored is set in the Number
box and must not exceed the number of frames set in the Max Iterations box. As an
example, if the Max Iterations box is set to 100 and the Store Intermediate Frames
number box is set to 25, every fourth frame (100/25) will be stored in the output data
file if the Linear option is selected. If the Logarithmic option is selected, the number of
each stored frame is determined on a logarithmic basis.
3.3.4 Permittivity Ratio/Model
In the Permittivity Ratio/Model box, select the required Permittivity Ratio and Permittivity
Model. Details of permittivity models are given in PTL Application notes AN2 and AN4. The
default model option is [Parallel], in which case the permittivity ratio is ignored. For the
Series and Maxwell models, enter the permittivity ratio of the two materials with which the
sensor was calibrated. Typical values are 1.6 for plastic beads/air and 3.1 for glass beads/air.
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3.4 OUTPUT PARAMETERS
The output parameters define the output file name and type.
Click on the Output tab in the Image Reconstructor window. The window shown in figure 4
will appear.
3.4.1 Output file name and type
The output file name defaults to the [input filename] with a new file extension unless this is
deliberately changed in the Output File box.
The output file type should be selected using the Format box. A list of available file types is
given in section 3.4.2 below. The default file type is Binary image (.bid) as this stores the
image data in a compact format.
3.4.2 Output file types
The following output file formats are available:
3.4.2.1 Image file in (raw) ASCII format (.img)
This option will generate image files in ASCII format, similar to those generated by the
previous PTL Image Utilities Software. These files can be viewed using the Image
Viewer software.
3.4.2.2 Multiple image file in (raw) ASCII format (.img)
This option will generate image files in ASCII format, similar to those generated by the
previous Image Utilities Software, but with a unique filename for each image, of the
form filename_imagenumber. These image files can be viewed individually using the
Image Viewer software.
3.4.2.3 Image file in (new) ASCII format (.aid)
This option will generate image files in ASCII format, but in a format similar to that
defined for binary image files. These files cannot be viewed using the Image Viewer
software.
3.4.2.4 Image file in binary format [.bid]
This (default) option produces image files in binary format. These files can be viewed
using the Image Viewer software.
3.4.2.5 Image file in PPM format (.ppm)
This option produces ASCII image files encoded in RGB format as defined in the
Portable Pix Map standard. These files cannot be viewed using the Image Viewer
software.
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3.4.2.6 Volume ratio file (ASCII) (.vr)
This option produces Volume ratio files in ASCII format. These files cannot be
viewed using the Image Viewer software.
3.4.2.7 Normalised capacitance file (ASCII) (.ncp)
This option converts the normalised binary capacitance data into normalised
capacitance data in ASCII format. These files cannot be viewed using the Image
Viewer software.
Details of all of these file formats are given in Appendix 2.

3.4.3 Volume Ratio Method
The option selected in this box determines whether the volume ratio is calculated from the
image [Pixels] or from the Capacitance measurements.

3.5 RESULTS TAB
Detailed information about the converted data can be viewed in this screen once the data has
been converted. Click on the Results tab to view this data.
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3.6 OTHER CONTROLS
Once the parameters defined in sections 3.2 to 3.4 have been defined, the output file can be
generated using the buttons at the bottom of the Image Reconstructor window as follows:
3.6.1 Run button
Clicking on the Run button will generate the required output file. While the data is being
generated, information is displayed on the PC screen and this information can be viewed in
summary form by clicking on the Results tab.
3.6.2 View button
If the output file generated by the Run button is compatible with the Image Viewer software, it
can be viewed by clicking on the View button. Details of the Image Viewer software are given
in section 4.
3.6.3 Run and View Button
This button combines the functions of both the Run and View buttons. Clicking this button will
automatically generate the output data file and load this data into the Image Viewer window.
3.6.4 Verbosity level box
The option selected in the Verbose box determines the amount of incidental data which is
generated to accompany the output file. The normal (default) setting is Verbose.
3.6.5 Reset button
Clicking this button resets all of the input data to the default values where these are defined.
3.6.6 Hide Button
Clicking this button hides the Image Reconstructor window. It can be retrieved by clicking on
the Recon button in the Image Viewer window.

3.7 OUTPUT MESSAGES
While file conversion is in progress following use of the Run or Run and View buttons,
detailed output messages are generated. One important message which can occur when
iterative reconstruction is being used concerns the convergence or otherwise of the image
reconstruction process.
If the rms capacitance error between consecutive image frames increases rather than
decreases, the message “Warning - Divergence” is displayed during file conversion. At the
end of the file conversion process, the summary message “One or more frames diverged, view
image?” appears. This is a warning that the image reconstruction process has failed, usually
because an excessively large gain figure has been set in the Reconstruction parameters
window. The cure is to re-run the software using a lower gain figure (eg 1.5) or to lower the
limits set in the ∆C boxes.
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4. IMAGE VIEWER SOFTWARE
Once an output file has been generated using either the Run or Run and View buttons in the
Image Reconstructor window, the output data can be viewed and modified using the Image
Viewer window, provided that the output file format is compatible with the Image Viewer (see
section 3.4). The Image Viewer window can also be used to view image files created by other
software, provided that they are in a compatible format (see section 4.2).
The Image Viewer window can be used to view images in either a rectangular or triangular grid
format. All of the data files produced by PTL ECT systems are in rectangular format and this
option should normally be chosen when viewing files. Facilities included include adjustable
image gain, offset, choice of display scales, number of pixels, multiple or sequential image
display, image printing and file export facilities, etc.
If the Run and View button was used, the Image Viewer window is activated automatically. If
the Run button was used to generate the output data file, the View button should be used to
activate the Image Viewer window.
To view output files in ASCII format which are not compatible with the Image Viewer
software, a suitable ASCII text editor such as Notepad or Word should be used as described in
section 4.2.
4.1 PROGRAM INITIALISATION
The Image Viewer window is the default window when the IU200 software is initiated.
Previously converted data files can be viewed immediately by opening them using the File
menu (see section 4.2).
If the Image Reconstructor window has been used, the output data file will be loaded
automatically into the Image Viewer window if the Run and View button was used to generate
the output file.
If the Run button was used, the output file can be viewed using the Image Viewer window by
clicking on the View button.
It is possible to alternate between the Image Viewer and Image Reconstructor windows at any
time simply by clicking on the Recon or Image buttons on the toolbar in the Image Viewer
window.
If the Run and View button has been used in the Image Reconstructor window, please skip
the next section and go directly to section 4.3
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4.2 LOADING IMAGE FILES IN RECTANGULAR PIXEL FORMAT
As well as displaying image files generated by the Image Reconstructor window, the Image
Viewer window can display image files in ASCII format produced by PTL operating
software, including PCECT, TransECT and ECT32 software. However, image files
produced by most of these programs contain a frame time stamp at the start of each frame.
This time stamp must be removed before the image data can be read correctly by the Image
Viewer window. This can be done manually using a text editor.
Before loading an image file, the image resolution (number of pixels across the screen) must be
set correctly in the Rect Image Resolution box. Once the correct value has been selected, it
must be confirmed using the SET button. The resolution must be set to the same value as that
used when the original file was saved (normally 32 in the standard ECT software).
To load a rectangular format file:
1. Set the pixel resolution as described above.
2. Click on File in the Menu Bar.
3. Click on Load Rectangular Image(s) in the drop down menu. A file menu will appear.
4. Find the file to be loaded and click on the OK button. The image file will be loaded and the
first image in the sequence will be displayed on the screen. A typical single-plane image display
is shown in figure 5.
4.3 MANIPULATING IMAGE FILES
The Image Viewer window provides a number of facilities for viewing and modifying images.
A typical single frame single-plane image is shown in figure 5. If a single-frame twin-plane
image file is displayed, the images for the two planes will appear side-by-side as shown in
figure 6.
4.3.1 Image gain
The Image Gain factor G applied to each of the image pixels has a default value of 1.
However, this can be changed by adjusting the figure in the GAIN box. However, if a value of
G other than 1 is entered, the permittivity value of each pixel is multiplied by the Image
gain factor G. The effect is to change the overall gain of all of the image pixels. The values
on the permittivity colour scale change automatically to reflect the effect of the new gain
setting.
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4.3.2 Permittivity offset
The Permittivity offset parameter OS is normally set to zero, in which case the displayed
image covers the normalised permittivity range from 0 to 1. If the Manual Of’t (Offset)
option is enabled in the Gain and Offset box, an offset value other than zero can be selected
or entered (eg OS), in the range 0 to 1. In this case, the permittivity range displayed will be
from OS to (1 + OS). The effect of this is to offset the displayed measurement range. This
facility can be used, for example, to display permittivity values which exceed the nominal
maximum value of 1.
4.3.3 Combined gain and offset
If both Image gain (G) and Permittivity offset parameters (OS) are in use and the Manual
Of’t option is enabled, the permittivity scale will be modified to run from OS to (OS +
1/G). This facility can be very useful for monitoring small permittivity changes.
If the Centre 0 option is enabled, the offset parameter will be automatically adjusted, taking
into account the Gain figure, so that the permittvity scale is centered around the low level
normalised permittivity values (0). Conversely, if the Centre 1 option is enabled, the offset
parameter will be automatically adjusted so that the permittivity scale is centered around
the high level normalised permittvity value (1).
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4.4. IMAGE DISPLAY FORMAT
4.4.1 Information and scroll bars
The number of images in the selected image file is shown in a box on the information bar at
the LHS bottom of the Image Viewer window.
The volume ratio of the current displayed image (calculated from the image pixels) can be
dislayed in a Frame data box at the RHS of the information bar by clicking the mouse
pointer inside the image.
A scroll bar immediately above the information bar displays detailed information about the
current data file. This information can be viewed in full by the use of the scroll arrows at the
RHS of the scroll bar.

4.4.2 Frames display format
The parameters in the Frames box on the toolbar determine how the images are displayed.
Images can be displayed in sets of P X P images on the screen where P can be any integer. The
default value is 1 but can be changed by setting a new value in the Multiframe box.
The number of the first image to be displayed (counting the first frame to be loaded as 1) is set
in the Current frame box.
The images are displayed consecutively from the initial frame in steps of Q images, depending
on the value of Q set in the STEP box. An example of a multiple image display screen is shown
in figure 7 for a 5 X 5 image format. A set of images for a twin-plane file in 3 X 3 format are
shown in figure 8.
If the Loop button is clicked, images will be displayed sequentially, starting at the current
frame, on a cyclical basis until the Set/stop button is clicked.

4.4.3 Image colour scales
Images can be displayed in a number of different colour scales depending on the scheme chosen
from the Palette box. The standard colour scheme matches that used in the original PCECT
and TransECT software. Other options include Red/Blue, Grey and Electromagnetic.
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4.4.4. Mouse Cursor functions
The Mouse cursor has a number of functions in the Image Viewer window.
If the mouse cursor is clicked inside a single image, the normalised permittivity of the pixel
is displayed on the permittivity scale at the RHS of the window. Information about the image
frame (including the Volume Ratio) is also displayed on the information bar at the bottom of
the window when the mouse cursor is clicked inside the image.
If multiple images are displayed, clicking the mouse pointer inside one of the images will
display the parameters for that image, including the pixel permittivity.
If the mouse pointer is double-clicked inside one image frame, the frame will be re-displayed
as a single image. The multiple image display can be restored by clicking on the Set/Stop
button in the Frames box on the toolbar.

4.4.5 Use of Home, End, Page Up and Page Down keys
With the Image Viewer window displaying a single image, and with the mouse cursor clicked
inside the image, pressing the Home key will display the first image in the output file and
similarly pressing the End key will display the last image in the file.
Similarly, when a multiple image display is shown, and with the mouse cursor clicked inside
one image, pressing the Home key will display multiple images starting with the first image in
the output file and similarly pressing the End key will display multiple images starting with
the last image in the file.
If the Page Up key is pressed, the previous frame is displayed. Similarly, if the Page Down
key is pressed, the following (next) frame in the file is displayed.
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4.5 FILE MENU OPTIONS
The File menu 4 provides a number of options for saving data. Converted rectangular image
files can be saved in conventional format. In addition, images can be saved in bitmap format as
well as copied to the Windows clipboard for transfer to other programs.
Note that the Load mesh and Load triangular images options are not usable with
Rectangular format data files.
The image on the screen can be printed directly by clicking on the Print option in the File
menu. Options are available for re-sizing and centering the image and setting the background
colour.

4.6 SHOW MENU OPTIONS
4.6.1 Menu Options
Clicking on the Show menu in the menu bar will produce a drop down menu with the
following options:
Rect Image
Mesh

This is the default image display format and should not be changed.
Not applicable in IU2000.

Tri Image

Not applicable in IU2000.

Tool Bar

This option recalls the tool bar if it has been removed using the HIDE
button.

File Info

This option recalls the scroll bar file information if it has been
removed using the HIDE button.

Measurements

This displays the normalised capacitance measurements for the
displayed data frame in either graphical or text format as described in
section 4.6.2.

Reconstruction Window

This displays the Image Reconstructor window.
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4.6.2 Show Measurements option
The show measurements option allows the individual capacitance measurements associated
with the selected image frame to be viewed in a separate Measurements window. Figure 9
shows the Measurements window which is displayed after selecting the show measurements
option for a single image frame. The window can be re-sized to any convenient size but this
may upset the data format when the text tab is used (see Text tab below).
The Measurements window has 3 Tab options:
Graphic tab. This displays the normalised inter-electrode capacitance measurements as a
series of vertical red lines in the conventional format used in all PTL operating software.
That is, the first line is C12, the second C13 etc, where 1 is the source electrode. The lines are in
separated groups, determined by the number of the source electrode, so the second group
contains C23, C24 etc. The lower horizontal black line is the 0 capacitance level and the upper
line is the 1 level. The displayed capacitances are scaled (multiplied) by the image gain factor.
The identity and the unscaled value of each individual measurement line can be checked by
placing the mouse cursor on the required red line.
Text tab. This displays the (unscaled) numerical values of each normalised inter-electrode
capacitance in ASCII format. The display mode conforms to the standard triangular format, so
that the top row shows C12, C13 ..... C1N, the second row C23, C24, .....C2N etc.
Configuration tab. This tab allows the DeltaC feedback capacitance values to be displayed
for an image obtained using the iterative algorithm. These capacitances can be viewed, by
setting the DeltaC box to be enabled in the Configuration tab. A scaling factor (Graphic
gain) can also be applied to the feedback capacitances. The DeltaC values are the differences
between the capacitances back-calculated from the current image and the set of measured
normalised capacitances for the current frame. Note that DeltaC values will only be
produced if iterative image reconstruction has been used.
Figure 10 shows the feedback capacitances displayed as green lines for the same image as
shown in figure 10. A gain factor of 10 has been applied in the configuration tab to the
feedback capacitances to make them more visible. The text tab displays each normalised
capacitance measurement, followed by the corresponding DeltaC value in brackets.
The show measurements option can also be used in multiple image display mode as shown in
figure 11. The capacitance and DeltaC values can be viewed for each image frame by
clicking the mouse cursor on each frame in turn. If the iterative algorithm has worked
correctly, the DeltaC values will be relatively large for the first few frames and then will
reduce in value with increasing iterations.
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4.7 TOOLBAR BUTTONS
4.7.1 Hide button
Clicking on the HIDE button will remove the tool bar from the screen and allows a larger image
to be displayed. The tool bar can be restored by clicking on the Tool Bar heading in the SHOW
drop down menu (see section 4.6)
4.7.2 Recon Button
Clicking on this button will display the Image Reconstructor window
4.7.3 Image button
Clicking on this button will display the Image Viewer window.
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5. DATA FILE LOCATIONS
5.1 ECT DIRECTORY STRUCTURES
When any standard PTL ECT software is installed, the installation procedure sets up a set of
directories and subdirectories for program and data files. The file structure for the various
software versions is as follows:
5.1.1 Single plane PCECT software
For PCECTSP software (single plane PC-based software) the program files are installed in a
directory called "PCECT" unless another directory was chosen during the installation
procedure.
At the same time, 3 subdirectories are created to hold data files as follows:
PCECT\CALFILES Calibration data files of the form (CALIB.CAL)
PCECT\CAPFILES Stored capacitance data files of the form (CAP.MES).
PCECT\SENSMAPS Sensitivity maps of the form (E12_BIN.P32)
5.1.2 Twin-plane PC software
In the case of twin-plane ECT software, (PCECTTP), the file structure is similar except that
the program files are installed in a main directory called PCECT2 and the data files are in
subdirectories of this directory with identical names to those used in the PCECTSP software.
5.1.3 Single plane transputer-based software
For TransECT software (single plane Transputer-based software) the program files are
installed in a directory called "TransECT" unless another directory was chosen during the
installation procedure.
At the same time, 4 subdirectories are created to hold data files as follows:
TransECT\CALFILES Calibration data files of the form (CALIB.CAL)
TransECT\CAPFILES Stored capacitance data files of the form (CAP.CAP).
TransECT\SENSMAPS Sensitivity maps in TransECT format. (eg 12_32.MAP)
TransECT\PCsmaps Sensitivity Maps in PC format (eg E12_BIN.P32)
5.1.4 ECT32 Software
The ECT32 software is installed in the directory C:\ECT32_1.00. Capacitance data files are
normally stored in the directory C:\ECT32_1.00\working.
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5.2 LOCATION OF CAPTURED CAPACITANCE DATA FILES
In an ideal world, captured capacitance data would be stored to the appropriate data directory
(eg PCECT\CAPFILES). However, unless the user deliberately gives the full directory path
when the data is saved, capacitance data files will be stored in the MAIN directory (in this case
PCECT) rather than the intended subdirectory (PCECT\CAPFILES).
When using the IU2000 software, it will therefore be necessary to select the required data file
using the Browse button and the normal W95/8 file windows.

5.3 LOCATION OF FILES CREATED BY IMAGE RECONSTRUCTOR WINDOW
The Image Reconstructor window automatically stores the image files in the directory in the
same directory as the input data file unless a different directory is set by the user.
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Figure 1.

Opening Image Viewer Window
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Figure 2.

Image Reconstructor Window (Input/General Tab)
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Figure 3.

Image Reconstructor Window (Reconstruction Tab)
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Figure 4.

Image Reconstructor Window (Output Tab)
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Figure 5. Image Viewer window. Single-Plane Image
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Figure 6.

Image Viewer window. Twin-Plane Image
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Figure 7.

Image Viewer window. Multiple Single-plane Images
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Figure 8.

Image Viewer window. Multiple Twin-plane Images
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Figure 9.

Capacitance Measurements Windows
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Figure 10.

Capacitance

and Feedback Measurements
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Figure 11.

Multiple Images with Capacitance Measurements
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APPENDIX 1
SOFTWARE INSTALLATION
IU2000 IMAGE UTILITIES SOFTWARE VERSION 1.0

A1.1 SOFTWARE INSTALLATION STAGE 1 (For Windows 95/8)
1. Start W95/8.
2. Insert the IU2000 version 1.0 Installation Disk 1 in drive A.
3. Left click on Start in the task bar, then Run in the pop-up menu.
4. Type a:setup in the text box, click OK and follow the on-screen instructions. Accept the
default installation directory C:\IU2000 and insert the remaining disks when requested until
the software installation has been completed.

A.1.2 STAGE 2. CREATION OF IU2000 PROGRAM ICON
It is now necessary to create an IU2000 icon to run the program from the Windows Desktop.
This is done as follows:
1. Open Windows Explorer and open the directory C:\IU2000.
2. Create a Shortcut icon for the file ImageUtils.exe by Right-clicking the mouse on the
ImageUtils.exe file, then Left clicking on Create Shortcut in the sub-menu.
3. Ensure that the Windows Explorer window size is set so that the Windows Desktop (the
opening window in W95/8) is partially visible underneath the Windows Explorer window.
Drag the ImageUtils.exe shortcut icon to the Desktop by selecting it with the left mouse
button and holding the button down while the icon is dragged to the Desktop. Close the
Windows Explorer window.
4. Change the name of the Shortcut icon to IU2000 by right-clicking on the icon then leftclicking on Rename in the sub-menu. Delete the existing name by highlighting it and
pressing the delete key. Then type in the new name IU2000.
There should now be a new icon on the Desktop with the name IU2000. This completes the
software installation.
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APPENDIX 2
IU2000 OUTPUT FILE FORMATS
A2.1 VIEWING CONVERTED IMAGE FILES IN ASCII FORMAT
The simplest method for viewing the converted image files in ASCII format is to use a suitable
Word Processor or the Notepad or Wordpad editors included in the Windows operating
system.
A2.2 OUTPUT FILE FORMATS
A.2.2.1 Image file in (raw) ASCII format (.img)
These are image files in ASCII format, similar to those generated by the previous PTL Image
Utilities Software and can be viewed directly using the Image Viewer software. The files
contain ASCII characters separated by TAB characters.
The image file format is is a grid of 32 X 32 numbers in ASCII format corresponding to the 32
X 32 pixels in the image. The numbers are separated by TABS to facilitate viewing. The
numbers are normalised pixel values in the nominal range between 0 and 1. However, as the
images are constructed using a simple linear back-projection algorithm, actual values may lie
outside these limits because of inaccuracies in the image reconstruction algorithm.
A.2.2.2 Multiple image file in (raw) ASCII format (.img)
These are image files in ASCII format, similar to those generated by the previous Image
Utilities Software, but with a unique filename for each image, of the form
filename_imagenumber. These image files can be viewed individually using the Image
Viewer software.
A.2.2.3 Image file in (new) ASCII format (.aid)
These are ASCII image files in a format similar to that defined for binary image files. These
files cannot be viewed using the Image Viewer software.
Details of the file format are as follows:
File extension '.aid'.
A2.2.3.1.
•
•

File Header

File Identification code `AIDF'.
Parameters Vector = [9, sensmapcode, time_resolution, value_type,
frames_per_second, frames, measurements,frame_description_length]

planes,

pixels,

•
The interpretation of elements of the parameters vector is as defined for the binary image file format
defined below (A2..4).
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A2.2.3.2.

Data Segment

Image frames have the same contents as for '.bid' files. The integer plane number, frame number and
frame time occupy one line and are followed by a CRLF sequence. The pixel values are presented as
a whitespace separated sequence of pixels floating point values, terminated by a CRLF sequence.
The whitespace may include CRLF sequences to aid presentation.

A.2.2.4 Image file in binary format [.bid]
These are image files in binary format and can be viewed using the Image Viewer software.
Details of the file format are as follows:
File extension '.bid'
A.2.2.4.1 File Header
•

File Magic Number = ECBIDF00HEX

•

Parameters Vector = [9, sensmapcode, time_resolution, value_type, planes, pixels,
frames_per_second, frames, measurements,frame_description_length]

The interpretation of the members of the parameters vector for capacitance data files is retained. The
number value_type identifies the type of data stored in frames. The only currently supported value for
this field is `0', indicating that image values are all normalised permittivity values in the nominal range
[0, 1]. Due to the non-linearities of the back projection algorithm and the 2-point calibration, this range
is extended to [-0.5, 1.5]. The number pixels identifies the number of pixel values in each frame of
image data. The number frame_description_length indicates the length of the free format string
description (including the terminating zero), this facilitates random access of frame data.
A2.2.4.2.

Data Segment

The data segment consists of a contiguous sequence of frames. Each frame consists of the following
data:
•

32-bit Integer plane number (always zero for single plane systems)

•

32-bit Integer frame number in sequence (for this plane)

•

32-bit Frame Time in milliseconds (since nominal start time, in milliseconds.)

•

IEEE-754-1985 32-bit floating point volume ratio (normalised to unity).

•

Null ((char) 0) terminated ASCII string frame description. The contents will be free format to
be populated as required by the reconstruction engine and indicate supporting frame related
reconstruction information (e.g. number of iterations).

•

measurements x IEEE-754-1985 32-bit encoded floating-point values, in the measurement
sequence specified in the corresponding sensitivity map file (sensmapcode). These are the values
used to drive the reconstruction engine and may have had transformations applied (eg sensor
modelling).

•
pixels x IEEE-754-1985 32-bit floating-point values representing the pixel values in the
measurement order specified in the corresponding sensitivity map file (sensmapcode).
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A.2.2.5 Image file in PPM format (.ppm)
These are ASCII image files encoded in RGB format as defined in the Portable PixMap
standard. These files cannot be viewed using the Image Viewer software. The following
paragraphs describe the structure of these files.
The Portable pixmap file format is part of the Extended Portable Bitmap Utilities (PBMPLUS). PPM is
used as an intermediate format for storing color bitmap information generated by the PBMPLUS
toolkit. PPM files may be either binary or ASCII and store pixel values up to 24 bits in size.
ppm - portable pixmap file format
The portable pixmap format is a lowest common denominator color image file format.
The definition is as follows:
A "magic number" for identifying the file type.
A ppm file's magic number is the two characters "P3".
Whitespace (blanks, TABs, CRs, LFs).
A width, formatted as ASCII characters in decimal.
Whitespace.
A height, again in ASCII decimal.
Whitespace.
The maximum color-component value, again in ASCII decimal.
Whitespace.
Width * height pixels, each three ASCII decimal values between 0 and the
specified maximum value, starting at the top-left corner of the pixmap, proceeding in normal English
reading order.
The three values for each pixel represent red, green, and blue, respectively;
a value of 0 means that color is off, and the maximum value means that color is maxxed out.
Characters from a "#" to the next end-of-line are ignored (comments).
No line should be longer than 70 characters.
Here is an example of a small pixmap in this format:
P3
# feep.ppm
44
15
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 0 15
0 0 0 0 15 7 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15 7 0 0 0
15 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 by Jef Poskanzer.
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its
documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright
notice appear in all copies and that both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in
supporting documentation. This software is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
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A2.2.6 Volume Ratio files
A sample twin-plane volume ratio file is shown below. The files give the frame time in seconds
and the voidage for each plane. The format for a single-plane file is similar except that the data
for the second plane is missing.
Time VR1

VR2

3.152
3.166
3.195
3.209
3.226
3.255
3.269
3.283
3.314

0.966
0.964
0.963
0.965
0.963
0.963
0.963
0.964
0.960

0.990
0.991
0.990
0.992
0.991
0.991
0.993
0.994
0.992

A2.2.7 Normalised capacitance file (ASCII) (.ncp)
These are normalised capacitance data in ASCII format. These files cannot be viewed using
the Image Viewer software.
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